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(54) Concentrated solar tower assembly and method

(57) A concentrated solar tower assembly 1000 in-
cludes a hollow tower structure 100 defining lower 102
and upper 104 portions. The lower portion 102 includes
a closable opening region 106 for configuring a closable
opening 106a, and the upper portion 104 includes a top
gird 110 having inner and outer top grids 112, 114. The
assembly 1000 further includes a solar receiver steam
generator 200 entirely installed at the ground level G on
the inner top grid 112 simultaneous to erection of the
tower 100. The generator 200 on the inner top grid 112
is slidingly directed within the tower 100 from the closable
opening 106a to be entirely accommodated therewithin.
Thereafter, the generator 200 on the inner top grid 112
is lifted for being placed along the upper portion 104 of
the tower 100.
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Description

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0001] The present disclosure relates to solar power
plants, and, more particularly, to a rapid erection of a
concentrated solar tower assembly having a solar tower
and a solar receiver steam generator, in a concentrated
solar power plant.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0002] A concentrated solar power plant use a solar
receiver located at an elevation of a support tower, where
the sun rays are focused for utilizing the solar heat to
produce electricity. In such plant, over all height of the
solar tower and the solar receiver is a critical parameter
to have such elevation where maximum sun rays may
be focused on the solar receiver. In an example, the solar
power plant producing 250 Mega-Watts (MW) of electric-
ity, overall height of the solar tower and the solar receiver
may be up to 250 meters. Further, overall weight of the
solar receiver may also be very much, for example, up
to 3500 tons.
[0003] Constructions of such concentrated solar power
plant with such elevated solar tower and such heavy solar
receiver is a challenge to industries due the numerous
requirements, such as huge labor force, time and cost
involved, and also due to pre-construction preparation,
such as advance booking of tower cranes due to availa-
bility thereof in less numbers, etc.
[0004] The level of challenge may be understood by
following example of a typical construction sequence of
the concentrated solar tower in the solar power plant.
While constructing the concentrated solar tower; firstly,
erection of the solar tower is done, and then, secondly,
erection of the solar receiver on the top of the solar tower,
by utilizing tower cranes, is done. Such construction se-
quence involves a lot of time, labor force and cost, as
erection activities are done in sequence, erection of the
solar tower and then erection of the solar receiver on the
top of the solar tower. Further, the concentrated solar
tower construction sequence also involves a lot of erec-
tion activities at high elevation and may be very danger-
ous for construction personnel safety.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0005] The present disclosure provides concentrated
solar tower assembly and method that will be presented
in following simplified summary to provide a basic under-
standing of one or more aspects of the disclosure that
are intended to overcome the discussed drawbacks, but
to include all advantages thereof along with providing
some additional advantages. This summary is not an ex-
tensive overview of the disclosure. It is intended to neither
identify key or critical elements of the disclosure, nor to
delineate the scope of the present disclosure. Rather,

the sole purpose of this summary is to present some con-
cepts of the disclosure, its objects and advantages in a
simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed descrip-
tion that is presented hereinafter.
[0006] An object of the present disclosure is to provide
construction method of a concentrated solar power plant
that reduces the various challenges faced by the indus-
tries due the requirements, such as huge labor force,
time and cost involved, and also due to pre-construction
preparation. Another object of the present disclosure is
to provide a construction method that is capable of re-
ducing erection activities at high elevations. Another ob-
ject of the present disclosure is to provide construction
personnel safety. Various other objects and features of
the present disclosure will be apparent from the following
detailed description and claims.
[0007] The above noted and other objects may be
achieved by a method for assembling a concentrated so-
lar tower assembly for a solar power plant.
[0008] In one aspect of the method of the present dis-
closure, the method comprising: constructing a founda-
tion base at a ground level; installing a sliding arrange-
ment of a predetermined distance extending from the
foundation base, and erecting an inner top grid capable
of sliding on the sliding arrangement; erecting a hollow
tower structure extending vertically from the foundation
base, the hollow tower structure defining an upper portion
and a lower portion, the upper portion having a top grid
obtained by coupling the inner top grid to an outer top
grid, and the lower portion having a closable opening
region for configuring a closable opening; erecting a solar
receiver steam generator, at the ground level, on the in-
ner top grid slidable on the sliding arrangement at a pre-
determined distance from the hollow tower structure, si-
multaneous to the hollow tower structure erection; plac-
ing a lifting system on the outer top grid, the lifting system
having at least one tension cable extending downwardly
from the outer top grid; sliding the solar receiver steam
generator along with the inner top grid on the sliding ar-
rangement from the predetermined distance to within the
hollow tower structure from the closable opening of the
lower portion and subsequently closing the closable
opening; hoisting the solar receiver steam generator
along with the inner top grid, for travelling from the lower
portion to up to the upper portion within the hollow tower
structure, by the lifting system; and coupling the inner
top grid having the solar receiver steam generator with
the upper top grid for placing the solar receiver steam
generator on the top gird along the upper portion.
[0009] In one embodiment of the above aspect, con-
structing a foundation base comprises: forming a reten-
tion reinforcement at the ground level; and installing a
micro-pole reinforcement over the retention reinforce-
ment. Further, installing the micro-pole reinforcement
comprises: arranging a plurality of corrugated piping
members extending vertically from the retention rein-
forcement and installing a steel template and a shear
force box in conjunction to the plurality of corrugated pip-
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ing members; installing a cement mortar for holding the
plurality of corrugated piping members along with the
steel template and the shear force box; and inserting a
threaded rod in each of the plurality of corrugated piping
members for being configured with the plurality of corru-
gated piping members, the steel template and the shear
force box.
[0010] In one embodiment of the above aspect, install-
ing the sliding arrangement comprises: arranging rail
members on the ground level up to the predetermined
distance from the foundation base; and installing preas-
sembled bracings with the rail members.
[0011] In one embodiment of the above aspect, erect-
ing the inner top grid on the sliding arrangement com-
prises: arranging a plurality of primary and secondary
girders in a manner for configuring a flat horizontal plat-
form; and coupling a plurality of lifting girders hingedly to
the platform.
[0012] In one embodiment of the above aspect, the
lifting system includes a plurality of tension cable extend-
ing downwardly from the outer top grid for coupling each
of the plurality of lifting girder hingedly to the platform.
The lifting system may be at least one of a hydraulically,
pneumatically, mechanically and electronically control-
led lifting system.
[0013] In one embodiment of the above aspect, erect-
ing the hollow tower structure comprises: installing a plu-
rality of vertical steel sub-columns extending from the
foundation base to erect the plurality of vertical columns,
and simultaneously installing preassembled bracings
and girders to the plurality of vertical columns for config-
uring the lower and upper portions; erecting the outer top
grid along the upper portion of the hollow tower structure;
and uninstalling a selected preassembled bracings and
girders from the lower portion of the hollow tower struc-
ture to configure the closable opening, from which the
solar receiver steam generator is slid within the hollow
tower structure, capable of being closed by further in-
stalling the preassembled bracings and girders. In alter-
native, the hollow tower structure may be in concrete
instead of steel columns. Such hollow tower structure
may be erected by a concrete mixture vertically disposed
over and above the other extending from the foundation
base.
[0014] In one embodiment of the above aspect, the
hollow tower structure includes a footprint area greater
than the solar receiver steam generator to accommodate
the solar receiver steam generator within the hollow tow-
er structure for lifting thereto from the lower portion to up
to the upper portion.
[0015] In one embodiment of the above aspect, erect-
ing the hollow tower structure further comprises erecting
an auxiliary assembly in conjunction with the erection of
the lifting system, the auxiliary assembly capable of being
dismantled upon the lifting of the solar receiver steam
generator along with the inner top grid, up to the upper
portion of the hollow tower structure. In one embodiment
of the above aspect, coupling the inner top grid with the

upper top grid to configure the top grid comprises erecting
preassembled bracing in conjunction with the inner top
grid and the upper top grid along the upper portion of the
hollow tower structure.
[0016] In further embodiment, the method further com-
prises configuring at least one lift and stair case to the
hollow tower structure for transportation of utility along
the hollow tower structure.
[0017] In one embodiment of the above aspect, the
method further comprises dismantling the lifting system
and the sliding arrangement.
[0018] In another aspect a concentrated solar tower
assembly for a solar power plant is provided. The con-
centrated solar tower assembly comprises a hollow tower
structure and a solar receiver steam generator. The hol-
low tower structure extends vertically from a ground level.
The hollow tower structure includes lower and upper por-
tions, the lower portion has a closable opening region for
configuring a closable opening, and the upper portion
has a top gird. The top grid includes an inner top grid and
an outer top grid coupled together to each other. Further,
the solar receiver steam generator entirely installed at
the ground level on the inner top grid for being slidingly
directed within the hollow tower structure from the clos-
able opening configured along the closable opening re-
gion to be entirely accommodated within the hollow tower
structure. The solar receiver steam generator on the in-
ner top grid is being lifted from within the lower portion
to up to the upper portion of the hollow tower structure
for placing the solar receiver steam generator at the up-
per portion by coupling the inner upper grid to the outer
upper grid.
[0019] These together with the other aspects of the
present disclosure, along with the various features of
novelty that characterized the present disclosure, are
pointed out with particularity in the claims annexed hereto
and form a part of the present disclosure. For a better
understanding of the present disclosure, its operating ad-
vantages, and the specified object attained by its uses,
reference should be made to the accompanying drawings
and descriptive matter in which there are illustrated ex-
emplary embodiments of the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS OF THE 
DISCLOSURE

[0020] The advantages and features of the present dis-
closure will better understood with reference to the fol-
lowing detailed description and claims taken in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawing, wherein like ele-
ments are identified with like symbols, and in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a concentrated solar tower assem-
bly, in accordance with an exemplary embodiment
of the present disclosure;

FIGS. 2A to 2G illustrate various components and
sequences of construction of foundation works of the
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concentrated solar tower assembly of FIG. 1, in ac-
cordance with an exemplary embodiment of the
present disclosure;

FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D (i) to 3D (iii) illustrate a
sliding arrangement and an inner top grid and their
erection for installing the concentrated solar tower
assembly of FIG. 1, in accordance with an exemplary
embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIGS. 4A to 4D illustrate a hollow tower structure
and a solar receiver steam generator simultaneous
erection and their associated components for install-
ing the concentrated solar tower assembly of FIG.
1, in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of
the present disclosure;

FIGS. 5A to 5D illustrate a lifting system, an auxiliary
assembly and upper top grid and erection thereof in
conjunction to each other for installing the concen-
trated solar tower assembly of FIG. 1, in accordance
with an exemplary embodiment of the present dis-
closure;

FIG. 6 illustrates a closable opening configuration
on the hollow tower assembly of FIG. 1, in accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment of the present
disclosure;

FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate the solar receiver steam
generator and the hollow tower structure assem-
blage by sliding the solar receiver steam generator
within the hollow tower structure for installing the
concentrated solar tower assembly of FIG. 1, in ac-
cordance with an exemplary embodiment of the
present disclosure;

FIGS. 8A to 8D illustrate the solar receiver steam
generator and the hollow tower structure assem-
blage by lifting the solar receiver steam generator
upwardly within the hollow tower structure and in-
stalling thereat for installing the concentrated solar
tower assembly of FIG. 1, in accordance with an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 9 illustrates a flow diagram of method for con-
struction of the concentrated solar tower assembly
of FIG. 1, in accordance with an exemplary embod-
iment of the present disclosure.

[0021] Like reference numerals refer to like parts
throughout the description of several views of the draw-
ings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT DIS-
CLOSURE

[0022] For a thorough understanding of the present

disclosure, reference is to be made to the following de-
tailed description, including the appended claims, in con-
nection with the above-described drawings. In the follow-
ing description, for purposes of explanation, numerous
specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough
understanding of the present disclosure. It will be appar-
ent, however, to one skilled in the art that the present
disclosure can be practiced without these specific details.
In other instances, structures and devices are shown in
block diagrams form only, in order to avoid obscuring the
disclosure. Reference in this specification to "one em-
bodiment," "an embodiment," "another embodiment,"
"various embodiments," means that a particular feature,
structure, or characteristic described in connection with
the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment
of the present disclosure. The appearance of the phrase
"in one embodiment" in various places in the specification
are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment,
nor are separate or alternative embodiments mutually
exclusive of other embodiments. Moreover, various fea-
tures are described which may be exhibited by some em-
bodiments and not by others. Similarly, various require-
ments are described which may be requirements for
some embodiments but may not be of other embodi-
ment’s requirement.
[0023] Although the following description contains
many specifics for the purposes of illustration, anyone
skilled in the art will appreciate that many variations
and/or alterations to said details are within the scope of
the present disclosure. Similarly, although many of the
features of the present disclosure are described in terms
of each other, or in conjunction with each other, one
skilled in the art will appreciate that many of these fea-
tures can be provided independently of other features.
Accordingly, this description of the present disclosure is
set forth without any loss of generality to, and without
imposing limitations upon, the present disclosure. Fur-
ther, the terms "inner," "outer," "upper," "lower" and the
like, herein do not denote any order, elevation or impor-
tance, but rather are used to distinguish one element
over another. Further, the terms "a," "an," and "plurality"
herein do not denote a limitation of quantity, but rather
denote the presence of at least one of the referenced
item.
[0024] Referring now to FIG. 1, a concentrated solar
tower assembly 1000 for a solar power plant (not shown)
is illustrated in accordance with an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present disclosure. The concentrated solar
tower assembly 1000 includes a hollow tower structure
100 (hereinafter referred to as ’tower 100’) and a solar
receiver steam generator 200 (hereinafter referred to
’SRSG 200’) placed at the top thereof. The tower 100
extends vertically from a ground level G, and defines a
lower portion 102 and an upper portion 104 and a portion
extending therebetween. The lower portion 102 includes
a closable opening region 106 for configuring a closable
opening 106a (depicted by dotted lines). The upper por-
tion 104 includes a top gird 110, which includes an inner
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top grid 112 and an outer top grid 114 coupled together
to each other. Further, the SRSG 200 entirely installed
at the ground level G on the inner top grid 112 and is
slidingly directed within the tower 100 from the closable
opening 106a to be entirely accommodated within the
tower 100. The SRSG 200 on the inner top grid 112 is
being lifted from within the lower portion 102 to up to the
upper portion 104 of the tower 100 for placing the SRSG
200 at the upper portion 104 by coupling the inner top
grid 112 to the outer top grid 114 to obtain the top grid
110. The tower 100 may be erected by utilizing suitable
numbers of cranes.
[0025] Constructional details and sequences of the
tower 100 and the SRSG 200 of the concentrated solar
tower assembly 1000 are illustrated in FIG. 9, which is a
flow diagram of a method 900 for construction of the con-
centrated solar tower assembly 1000 of FIG. 1, in ac-
cordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present
disclosure. FIG. 1 in conjunction to FIG. 9 will be greatly
explained with the reference of FIGS 2A to 8D.
[0026] Referring now to FIGS. 2A to 2G, wherein var-
ious components and sequences of construction of foun-
dation works 300 of the concentrated solar tower assem-
bly 1000 of FIG. 1 are illustrated, in accordance with an
exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure, to con-
struct a foundation base 310 depicted at 910 of the meth-
od 900 of FIG 9. FIG. 2A illustrates the completely formed
foundation base 310 of the foundation works 300, and
will be explained in conjunction with FIGS. 2B to 2G.
[0027] As depicted in FIG. 2A, the construction of the
concentrated solar tower assembly 1000 starts with the
foundation works 300. The foundation base 310 is con-
structed at the ground level G. For constructing the foun-
dation base 310, the ground is excavated and a retention
reinforcement 320 therewithin is formed. The retention
reinforcement 320 may be obtained by filling sand, soil,
rock or concrete within a portion of the excavated land
for erosion control, soil stabilization on flat ground and
steep slopes, channel protection, and structural rein-
forcement for load support and earth retention. Further,
a micro-pole reinforcement 330 is formed over the reten-
tion reinforcement 320. The micro-pole reinforcement
330 may be obtained by installing a plurality of corrugated
piping members 340 (herein after referred to as ’corru-
gated pipes 340’) and a plurality of threaded rods 350
(herein after referred to ’threaded rods 350’) in conjunc-
tion with each other.
[0028] In one embodiment, the micro-pole reinforce-
ment 330 may be obtained in two installation levels. In a
first installation level, as depicted in FIGS. 2B and 2D
and described in conjunction of FIG. 2A, the corrugated
pipes 340 are installed with the help of a cement mortar
360 and a limit-plates or an angle frame 362. In a pre-
ferred embodiment, the corrugated pipes 340 are four in
numbers arranged in a square or a rectangle patterns
and extends vertically from corners and supported by the
cement mortar 360 and the limit-plates 362 on the reten-
tion reinforcement 320. However, without departing from

the scope of present disclosure, any suitable number of
the corrugated pipes 340 may be utilized, according to
need of construction of type of the tower 100. Further, a
template 370, preferably made of steel, along with a
shear force box 380, for distributing exerted shear force
of the tower 100 uniformly thereto and providing overall
strong foundation base 310 are installed with the corru-
gated pipes 340.
[0029] Further, in a second installation level, as depict-
ed in FIGS. 2C and 2F to 2G and described in conjunction
of FIG. 2A, the threaded rods 350 are inserted in the
corrugated pipes 340. The threaded rod 350, one of
many, may be inserted in each of the corrugated pipes
340 for being configured, along with the steel template
370 and the shear force box 380, to the corrugated pipes
340. Configuration thereof the may be obtained in com-
bination of base plates 390, 392 and 394. As against the
above described embodiment, in another embodiment,
the micro-pole reinforcement 330 may be constructed in
single installation phase. The foundation base 310 ob-
tained as a result of construction of the foundation works
300 are further utilized for erection of the tower 100 by
utilizing cranes.
[0030] Referring now to FIGS. 3A to 3D, wherein a
sliding arrangement 400 and the inner top grid 112 and
erection thereof for installing the concentrated solar tow-
er assembly 1000 of FIG. 1, in accordance with an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present disclosure, are illus-
trated to construct the sliding arrangement 400 depicted
at 920 of the method 900 of FIG 9. Specifically, FIG. 3A
illustrates erection of the sliding arrangement 400, and
FIG. 3B illustrates the inner top grid 112 on the sliding
arrangement 400 and erection thereof.
[0031] The sliding arrangement 400 is installed at the
ground level G up to a predetermined distance from the
foundation base 310 and thereafter the inner top grid 112
is erected over the sliding arrangement 400 for being
slidable thereon. The sliding arrangement 400 is installed
by arranging rail members 410 in a spaced apart rela-
tionship on the ground level G up to the predetermined
distance from the foundation base 310. The predeter-
mined distance may for example be about 100 meters to
about 300 meters extending from the foundation base
310, without departing other scope of distances from the
present disclosure. Further, the preassembled bracings
420 may be installed with the rail members 410 for
strengthening the rails members assembly 410 to con-
figured the strong sliding arrangement 400 so that it may
be capable of withholding and carrying heavy weight of
the SRSG 200, for example about 1400 tons or more,
that will be erected over the inner top grid 112, slidable
on the rail members 410. The preassembled bracings
420 may be assembled while installing the rail members
410 or may be installed while installing the tower 100, as
depicted in FIG 4A.
[0032] The inner top grid 112 is erected over the sliding
arrangement 400 by assembling a plurality of lifting gird-
ers 430 and a plurality of primary and secondary girders
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440, 450, as shown in FIG. 3D(i) to (iii), respectively, to
each other. The primary and secondary girders 440, 450
are arranged in a manner to configure a flat horizontal
platform 460. Further, the lifting girders 430 are hingedly
470 (see FIG. 3C) coupled to the flat horizontal platform
460 at along each corner thereof, as shown in FIG. 3B.
The lifting girders 430 facilitate in lifting of the inner top
grid 112 over the upper portion 104 of the tower 100,
without any collisions with the tower 100. Erection or as-
sembly of the inner top grid 112 and the sliding arrange-
ment 400 may be achieved by utilizing tower cranes.
[0033] Referring to FIGS. 4A to 4D, the tower 100 and
the SRSG 200 simultaneous erection and their associ-
ated components are illustrated, in accordance with an
exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure, to si-
multaneously construct the tower 100 and the SRSG 200,
as depicted at 930 and 940 of the method 900 of FIG 9.
In a preferred embodiment, the tower 100 is made up of
steel structure. However, without departing form the
scope of the present disclosure, the tower 100 may be
made of concrete or any other suitable material that are
capable of withstanding heavy loads of the SRSG 200
and as well as self-load. For installing the tower 100 of
the steel structure, vertical columns 500 are erected by
utilizing a plurality of vertical steel sub-columns 510,
which are assembled to the foundation base 310 in the
vertical manner by the tower cranes. Similarly, for install-
ing the tower 100 made of concrete, erecting the tower
100 includes erecting a concrete mixture vertically over
and above the other extending from the foundation base.
Hereinafter, further explanation of the tower 100 may be
done with respect to the tower made of steel, without
limiting its scope thereto, but the explanation made in
that respect may considered to be extending in the scope
to the tower made of concrete or any other material.
[0034] At the same time, when the tower 100 is being
erected, the SRCG 200 is also being erected on the inner
top grid 112 over the sliding arrangement 400 by utilizing
various tower cranes, thereby saving a lot of time as
against subsequent erection.
[0035] As illustrated in FIG. 4A, the vertical steel col-
umns 500 is erected on the foundation base 310 extend-
ing therefrom, by coupling a first set of vertical steel sub-
columns 510 to the threaded rods 350, and at the same
time the SRSG 200 is being erected on the inner top grid
112. As also depicted, the preassembled bracings 420
of the sliding arrangement 400 may also be assembled
while erection of the tower 100 and the SRSG 200 as
against earlier erection thereof as described herein
above. This sequence may save further time in over all
erection of the concentrated solar tower assembly 1000.
The first set of vertical steel sub-columns 510 are coupled
to the threaded rod 350. Further, as depicted in FIGS.
4B and 4C, the steel vertical steel sub-columns 510 are
coupled to other vertical steel sub-columns 510 to obtain
a predetermined size of the tower 100, for example, up
to 100 meters to 300 meters. Further, preassembled
bracings 520 and girders 530 are also coupled concom-

itantly with the vertical steel sub-columns 510 for
strengthening and rigidifying the structure of the tower
100.
[0036] The tower 100 is erected up to the predeter-
mined height, and upon its configuration, it defines the
lower 102 and upper portions 104 and the portion ex-
tending therebetween. Simultaneously, the SRSG 200
is also being erected along with the complete installation
of wirings and cablings on the inner top grid 112 at the
predetermined distance from the tower 100. Further, the
SRSG 200 is also being tested about is functioning and
operations at the ground level G. The tower 100 has a
footprint area greater than the area of the SRSG 200 to
accommodate thereto within itself so that it may be lifted
from within the tower 100 from the lower portion 102 to
up to the upper portion 104, and will be explained herein
later.
[0037] Further, FIG. 4D illustrates at least one lift and
stair case 540 to the tower 100 for transportation of utility
therealong. The lift or stair case 540 may be installed in
a similar fashion by utilizing cranes to configure columns
on along any one of the vertical columns 500 from the
lower portion 102 to up to the upper portion 104 of the
tower 100. The lift or stair case 540 may simultaneously
be installed in a similar fashion while erecting the tower
100 to save time of overall erection or may be installed
after the tower 100 is installed completely, depending
upon the requirement or preferences.
[0038] Referring now to FIGS. 5A to 5D, wherein fur-
ther components, such as a lifting system 600, an auxil-
iary assembly 700 and the outer top grid 114 and con-
comitant erection thereof at around the upper portion 104
of the tower 100 for lifting the SRSG 200, are illustrated,
as depicted at 950 of the method 900 of FIG 9, in accord-
ance with an exemplary embodiment of the present dis-
closure. In FIG. 5A, the outer top grid 114 is shown to be
erected at along the upper portion 104 of the tower 100
by utilizing girders and bracing. Further, as shown in FIG.
5B, the auxiliary assembly 700 is being erected at along
the upper portion 104 of the tower 100 around the outer
top grid 114 by utilizing girders and bracings. Enlarge
view of the upper portion 104 of the tower 100 is depicted
in FIG. 5C.
[0039] The auxiliary assembly 700 facilitates in erec-
tion of the lifting system 600 for lifting the SRSG 200 with
the inner top grid 112. In FIG. 5D, the complete config-
uration of the upper portion 104 having the auxiliary as-
sembly 700, the lifting system 600, the outer top grid 114
and the inner top grid 112 are shown for understanding
the assembly thereof with each other. The auxiliary as-
sembly 700 may be a temporary structure for supporting
the lifting system 600 and may be dismantled after facil-
itating the lifting of the SRSG 200. Concomitantly, the
lifting system 600 is placed along the upper portion 104
in coordination with the auxiliary assembly 700. The lifting
system 600 includes at least one tension cable 610 ex-
tending downwardly from proximity to the outer top grid
114, as shown in FIG. 5D. Generally, one tension cable
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610 is configured with each corner of the auxiliary as-
sembly 700 for coupling each of the plurality of lifting
girders 430 of the flat horizontal platform 460 of the inner
top grid 112 for safely lifting the SRSG 200. However,
without departing from the scope of the present disclo-
sure, any number of tension cables 610 may be config-
ured for safely lifting the SRSG 200. The lifting system
600 may be operated from at least one of a hydraulically,
pneumatically, mechanically and electronically control-
led means.
[0040] Upon erection of the tower 100 along with the
lifting system 600, the auxiliary assembly 700 and the
outer top grid 114 at the upper portion 104, selected
number of preassembled bracings 520 and girders 530
from the lower portion 102 of the tower 100 are unin-
stalled. Specifically, around the closable opening region
106, the selected preassembled bracings 520 and gird-
ers 530 are uninstalled to configure the closable opening
106a, as shown in FIG. 6. The closable opening 106a is
of a size large enough to receive the large sized SRSG
200 therefrom with in the hollow steel tower 100. The
closable opening 106a may be closed once the SRSG
200 is provided within the tower 100 by installing the un-
installed selected number of preassembled bracings 520
and girders 530 to the lower portion 102. The SRSG 200
may be provided within the tower 100 from the closable
opening 106a by sliding on the sliding arrangement 400,
and will be explained herein with reference to FIGS. 7A
and 7B.
[0041] Referring now to FIGS. 7A and 7B, wherein the
SRSG 200 and the tower 100 assemblage by sliding the
SRSG 200 within the tower 100 for installing the concen-
trated solar tower assembly 1000 are illustrated, as de-
picted at 960 of the method 900 of FIG. 9, in accordance
with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure.
The SRSG 200 is slid along with the inner top grid 112
on the sliding arrangement 400 from the predetermined
distance to within the tower 100 from the closable open-
ing 106a. As shown in FIG. 7A, the SRSG 200 is being
slid on the sliding arrangement 400 towards the closable
opening 106a of the tower 100. Further, FIG. 7B illus-
trates the SRSG 200 being completely slid within the tow-
er 100 and accommodated therein at the lower portion
102. Once the SRSG 200 is being completely slid within
the tower 100, the closable opening 106a is subsequently
closed by reconfiguring the uninstalled selected preas-
sembled bracings 520 and girders 530. The closed clos-
able opening 106a will again strengthen the tower 100
to facilitate the lifting of the SRSG 200 in effective man-
ner, and will be explained herein with reference to FIGS.
8A to 8D.
[0042] In FIGS. 8A to 8D, there are illustrated the as-
semblage of the SRSG 200 and the tower 100 by lifting
the SRSG 200 upwardly within the tower 100 and install-
ing along the upper portion 104 of the tower 100, in ac-
cordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present
disclosure. The lifting sequence may involve hoisting of
the SRSG 200 on the inner top grid 112 as depicted at

970 of the method 900; then coupling of the inner top grid
112 having the SRSG 200 with the outer top grid 114 as
depicted at 980 of the method 900 of FIG. 9. For lifting
the SRSG 200 accommodated within the tower 100, the
SRSG 200 with the inner top grid 112 is hoisted to the
lifting system 600. Specifically, the each lifting girder 430
of the inner top grid 112 having the SRSG 200 is coupled
with the tension cable 610 extending from the the outer
top grid 114 in turn coupling the flat horizontal platform
460 of the inner top grid 112 for safely lifting the SRSG
200 from the lower portion 102 to up to the upper portion
104 of the tower 100. Further, the lifting system 600 is
actuated by at least one of a hydraulic, pneumatic, me-
chanical and electronically controlled means for exerting
the lifting pressure below or on the inner top grid 112 to
lift thereto, as depicted in FIG. 8A. The lifting system 600
is being actuated in very controlled and organized man-
ner depending upon the environmental factors, such as
wind speed and weather forecast of rain, for lifting oper-
ation.
[0043] The inner top grid 112 with the SRSG 200 is
lifted up to the upper portion 104 where the outer top grid
114 is located. Upon reaching of the inner top grid 112
to up the outer top grid 114, the inner top grid 112 is
hoisted with the outer top grid 114 by utilizing cranes ’C’,
as depicted in FIG. 8B and 8C. Such hoisting of the inner
top grid 112 with the outer top grid 114 configures the
top grid 110 whereat the SRSG 200 is placed.
[0044] Furthermore, once the assemblage of the
SRSG 200 with the tower 100 is done, the lifting and
auxiliary assemblies 600, 700 supporting thereto are dis-
mantled to form the assemblage of the tower 100 and
the SRSG 200 with or without cranes, as depicted in FIG.
8D. Moreover, the sliding arrangement 400 is also dis-
mantled, with or without cranes, to configure the concen-
trated solar tower assembly as depicted in FIG. 1.
[0045] The sequences of construction method of the
concentrated solar tower assembly 1000 are advanta-
geous in various scopes. There may be vast improve-
ment of safety during the construction phase as the entire
construction the SRSG 200, even including wiring, ca-
bling and testing, is done on the ground level as against
it is done today where the SRSG are entirely or partially
constructed at the height of the tower. Further, there are
also vast reductions of total time involved in construction
of the concentrated solar tower assembly 1000 as the
tower 100 and the SRSG 200 are simultaneously con-
structed as against today where the towers are construct-
ed initially and then the SRSGs are constructed. There
are also vast reduction of site cost as comparatively less
involvement of labors work force and other machinery
such as a large numbers of cranes etc. as it is required
in today’s construction of the plants. Furthermore, since
the time involved in construction of the concentrated solar
tower assembly 1000 is less due to above mentioned
point, the plants operation may be started earlier thereby
giving a possibility to client to earn revenue from the sale
of the electricity in advance. Moreover, apart for the men-
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tioned advantages, such construction method or se-
quences and the plant include various other advantages
of the today’s plants and method.
[0046] The foregoing descriptions of specific embodi-
ments of the present disclosure have been presented for
purposes of illustration and description. They are not in-
tended to be exhaustive or to limit the present disclosure
to the precise forms disclosed, and obviously many mod-
ifications and variations are possible in light of the above
teaching. The embodiments were chosen and described
in order to best explain the principles of the present dis-
closure and its practical application, to thereby enable
others skilled in the art to best utilize the present disclo-
sure and various embodiments with various modifica-
tions as are suited to the particular use contemplated. It
is understood that various omission and substitutions of
equivalents are contemplated as circumstance may sug-
gest or render expedient, but such are intended to cover
the application or implementation without departing from
the spirit or scope of the claims of the present disclosure.

Reference Numeral List

[0047]

1000 Concentrated solar tower assembly
100 Hollow tower structure (tower)
102 Lower portion
104 Upper portion
106 Closable opening region
106a Closable opening
110 Top gird
112 Inner top grid
114 Outer top grid
200 Solar receiver steam generator

(SRSG)
300 Foundation works
310 Foundation base
320 Retention reinforcement
330 Micro-pole reinforcement
340 Corrugated pipes
350 Threaded rods
360 Cement mortar
362 Limit- plates or angle frame
370 Steel template
380 Shear force box
390, 392, 394 Base plates
400 sliding arrangement
410 rail members
420 Preassembled bracings
430 lifting girders
440 primary girders
450 Secondary girders
460 Flat horizontal platform
470 Hinged coupling
500 Vertical columns
510 Vertical steel sub-columns
520 Preassembled bracings

530 Girders
540 Lift or stair case
600 Lifting system
700 Auxiliary assembly
900 Method
910 to 980 Method steps
G Ground level
C Cranes

Claims

1. A method 900 for assembling a concentrated solar
tower assembly 1000 for a solar power plant, the
method comprising:

constructing a foundation base 310 at a ground
level;
installing a sliding arrangement 400 of a prede-
termined distance extending from the founda-
tion base 310, and erecting an inner top grid 112
capable of sliding on the sliding arrangement
400;
erecting a hollow tower structure 100 extending
vertically from the foundation base, the hollow
tower structure 100 defining a lower portion 102
and an upper portion 104, the outer portion 104
having a top grid 110 obtained by coupling the
inner top grid 112 to an outer top grid 114, and
the lower portion 102 having a closable opening
region 106 for configuring a closable opening
106a;
erecting a solar receiver steam generator 200,
at the ground level, on the inner top grid 112,sl-
idable on the sliding arrangement 400, at a pre-
determined distance from the hollow tower
structure 100, simultaneous to the hollow tower
structure 100 erection;
placing a lifting system 600 on the outer top grid
114, the lifting system 600 having at least one
tension cable 610 extending downwardly from
the outer top grid 114;
sliding the solar receiver steam generator 200
along with the inner top grid 112 on the sliding
arrangement 400 from the predetermined dis-
tance to within the hollow tower structure 100
from the closable opening 106a of the lower por-
tion 102 and subsequently closing the closable
opening 106a;
hoisting the solar receiver steam generator 200
along with the inner top grid 112, for travelling
from the lower portion 102 to up to the upper
portion 104 within the hollow tower structure
100, by the lifting system 600; and
coupling the inner top grid 112 having the solar
receiver steam generator 200 with the outer top
grid 114 for placing the solar receiver steam gen-
erator 200 on the top gird 110 along the upper
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portion 104.

2. The method 900 of claim 1, wherein constructing the
foundation base 310 comprises:

forming a retention reinforcement 320 at the
ground level; and
installing a micro-pole reinforcement 330 over
the retention reinforcement 320.

3. The method 900 of claim 2, wherein installing the
micro-pole reinforcement 330 comprises:

arranging a plurality of corrugated piping mem-
bers 340 extending vertically from the retention
reinforcement 320 and installing a steel tem-
plate 370 and a shear force box 380 in conjunc-
tion to the plurality of corrugated piping mem-
bers 340;
installing a cement mortar 360 for holding the
plurality of corrugated piping members 340
along with the steel template 370 and the shear
force box 380; and
inserting a threaded rod 350 in each of the plu-
rality of corrugated piping members 340 for be-
ing configured with the plurality of corrugated
piping members 340, the steel template 370 and
the shear force box 380.

4. The method 900 of claim 1, wherein installing the
sliding arrangement 400 comprises:

arranging rail members 410 on the ground level
up to the predetermined distance from the foun-
dation base 310; and
installing preassembled bracings 420 with the
rail members 410.

5. The method 900 of claim 1, wherein erecting the in-
ner top grid 112 on the sliding arrangement 400 com-
prises:

arranging a plurality of primary 440 and second-
ary girders 450 in a manner for configuring a flat
horizontal platform 460; and
coupling a plurality of lifting girders 430 hingedly
to the flat horizontal platform 460.

6. The method 900 of claims 1 and 5, wherein the lifting
system 600 having a plurality of tension cable 610
extending downwardly from the outer top grid 114
for coupling each of the plurality of lifting girder 430
hingedly to the flat horizontal platform 460 of the in-
ner top grid 112.

7. The method 900 of claim 5, wherein the lifting system
600 is at least one of a hydraulically, pneumatically,
mechanically and electronically controlled lifting sys-

tem.

8. The method 900 of claim 1, wherein erecting the hol-
low tower structure 100 comprises:

installing a plurality of vertical steel sub-columns
510 extending from the foundation base to erect
the plurality of vertical columns 500, and simul-
taneously installing preassembled bracings 520
and girders 530 to the plurality of vertical col-
umns 500 for configuring the lower 102 and up-
per portions 104;
erecting the outer top grid 114 along the upper
portion 104 of the hollow tower structure 100;
and
uninstalling a selected preassembled bracings
520 and girders 530 from the lower portion 102
of the hollow tower structure 100 to configure
the closable opening 106a, from which the solar
receiver steam generator 200 is slid within the
hollow tower structure 100, capable of being
closed by further installing the preassembled
bracings 520 and girders 530.

9. The method 900 of claim 1, wherein erecting the hol-
low tower structure 100 comprises: erecting a con-
crete mixture vertically over and above the other ex-
tending from the foundation base.

10. The method 900 of claim 1, wherein the hollow tower
structure 100 includes a footprint area greater than
the solar receiver steam generator 200 to accommo-
date thereto therewithin.

11. The method 900 of claim 1, wherein erecting the hol-
low tower structure 100 further comprising erecting
an auxiliary assembly 700 in conjunction with the
erection of the lifting system 600, the auxiliary as-
sembly 700 capable of being dismantled upon the
lifting of the solar receiver steam generator 200 along
with the inner top grid 112, up to the upper portion
104 of the hollow tower structure 100.

12. The method 900 of claim 1, wherein coupling the
inner top grid 112 with the outer top grid 114 to con-
figure the top grid 110 comprises erecting the pre-
assembled bracing 420 in conjunction with the inner
top grid 112 and the outer top grid 114 along the
upper portion 104 of the hollow tower structure 100.

13. The method 900 of claim 1, further comprising con-
figuring at least one lift and stair case 540 to the
hollow tower structure 100 for transportation of utility
therealong.

14. The method 900 of claim 1, further comprising dis-
mantling the lifting system 600 and the sliding ar-
rangement 400.
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15. A method 900 for assembling a concentrated solar
tower assembly for a solar power plant, the method
comprising:

constructing a foundation base 310 at a ground
level;
installing a sliding arrangement 400 of a prede-
termined distance extending from the founda-
tion base 310, and erecting an inner top grid 112
capable of sliding on the sliding arrangement
400;
erecting a hollow tower structure 100 extending
vertically from the foundation base 310, the hol-
low tower structure 100 defining a lower portion
102 and an upper portion 104, the outer portion
104 having a top grid 110 obtained by coupling
the inner top grid 112 to an outer top grid 114,
and the lower portion 102 having a closable
opening region 106;
erecting a solar receiver steam generator 200,
at the ground level, on the inner top grid 112,sl-
idable on the sliding arrangement 400 at a pre-
determined distance from the hollow tower
structure 100, simultaneous to the hollow tower
structure 100 erection;
placing a lifting system 600 on the outer top grid
114, the lifting system 600 having at least one
tension cable 610 extending downwardly from
the outer top grid 114;
configuring a closable opening 106a along the
closable opening region 106;
sliding the solar receiver steam generator 200
along with the inner top grid 112 on the sliding
arrangement 400 from the predetermined dis-
tance to within the hollow tower structure 100
from the closable opening 106a of the lower por-
tion 102 and subsequently closing the closable
opening 106a;
closing the closable opening 106a upon com-
plete accommodation of the solar receiver
steam generator 200 within the lower portion
102 of the hollow tower structure 100;
hoisting the solar receiver steam generator 200
along with the inner top grid 112, for travelling
from the lower portion 102 to up to the upper
portion 104 within the hollow tower structure
100, by the lifting system 600;
coupling the inner top grid 112 having the solar
receiver steam generator 200 with the outer top
grid 114 for placing the solar receiver steam gen-
erator 200 on the top gird 110 along the upper
portion 104; and
dismantling the lifting system 600 and the sliding
arrangement 400.

16. A concentrated solar tower assembly 1000 for a solar
power plant comprising:

a hollow tower structure 100 extending vertically
from a ground level G, having lower 102 and
upper 104 portions, the lower portion 102 having
a closable opening region 106 for configuring a
closable opening 106a, and the upper portion
104 having a top gird 110, the top grid 110 having
an inner top grid 112 and an outer top grid 114
coupled together to each other; and
a solar receiver steam generator 200 entirely
installed at the ground level G on the inner top
grid 112, the solar receiver steam generator 200
on the inner top grid 112 slidingly directed within
the hollow tower structure 100 from the closable
opening 106a configured along the closable
opening region 106 to be entirely accommodat-
ed within the hollow tower structure 100, the so-
lar receiver steam generator 200 on the inner
top grid 112 being lifted from within the lower
portion 102 to up to the upper portion 104 of the
hollow tower structure 100 for placing the solar
receiver steam generator 200 at the upper por-
tion 104 by coupling the inner upper grid 112 to
the outer upper grid 114.
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